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Abstract 
Wireless sensor networking is an emersng technology that promises an unprecedented ability 
to monitor and manipulate the physical world vla a network of densely distnbuted, m n i e  
ture and inexpensive "smart" sensors, each equipped mth a processor, memory, radio and 
battery A smart sensor may have only modest computing power, but the abllity to corn- 
municate allows a group of sensors to self-organise and to collaborate to execute tasks more 
complex than just sensing and forwarding the sensed data as in traditional sensor arrays 
Thus sensors may process the sensed data on-line 1n a dlstnbuted fashion and yield par- 
tial or even complete results to an observer This way, a sensor network can be seen as 
self-organlsing, information processing, distnbuted instrument The actual ut~lity of sensor 
networks in various applications, however, will be determined by the rate at which sensors 
can collaboratively process data The physical process being monitored will have certain pro- 
cessing requirements and unlike conventional distributed processing machines, whch have 
high speed communication buses between processors, a sensor network has low speed mreless 
links, lacks centralised control, is in many cases ad hoc in nature and is energy constrained 
It IS, therefore, imperative that sensors organise themselves so as to optimise then perfor- 
mance for glven task objectives and constra~nts The objective of this work is to basically 
answer two sets of questions which stem from this vlew 
1 At what rate can a sensor network process data in a distrzbuted fashion and how is 
this rate affected by various parameters mcluding the denslty of sensors? 
2 What is an optimal organisation of a sensor network for a pven task, and how can 
sensors collaborate in a distnbuted way to form an optlmal computing network? 
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These questions aze not easy to answer since there are many aspects of orgmising 
a sensor network into a dlstnbuted Instrument Computations need to be "arranged" for 
computational as well as energy efficiency The main utility of smart sensors hes 1n bemg 
ad hoc, i e , demces and mreless llnks are not laid out into a planned network Further, 
absence of a centralised co-ordmator means that sensors must l e m  about each other and 
organise into a network on their own in a distributed fashlon Once deployed, sensors must 
discover each other and form a connected network in minimum tune Then they must bulld 
a computing topology sultable for the gven task using links from the discovered network 
In many applications, the spatial context of the process being momtored is also important 
Therefore, sensors must construct the location information 1n a distributed fashion since 
co-ordinates cannot be pre-configured or disseminated by a central entity and only a few 
sensors may be equipped mth GPS receivers As the computing progresses, sensors must 
optimise computing rates under gven constrmnts 
In our work, we have addressed all these aspects To do so, we develop an analytically 
tractable model for a network of a large number of randomly located sensors Instead 
of limiting ourselves to a particular task, we consider a general distributed computation 
scenano ln whlch sensors are continuously sampllng and processing a spatlo-temporal process 
Local communication and distributed computation are modelled as a queueing network 
Communication being the bottleneck 1n sensor networks, the rate at which sensors can 
compute collaboratively is con8 trmned by the communication throughput The throughput 
is evaluated from the queueing analysis thereby gmng a bound on distributed procasslng 
rate To capture the temporal properties of the process, each sensor has to sample it at a 
specific rate (akin to Nyquist rate), however, a st abdity theorem obtained fiom the queueing 
analysis implies that the sampling rate should not exceed the saturation throughput On the 
other hand, to capture the spahal properties of the process, sensors need to be sufficiently 
dense (spatla1 Nyquist rate), however, a s c h g  law shows that the saturation throughput 
decreases with density at a rate faster than -*a,' where, c la a constant, X denotes the 
density, a denotes the transmission attempt rate and f (/I) is a function of SIR threshold 
It is, therefore, essential to optimise throughput to achleve high computation rate mthout 
cornpromsing spatial or temporal accuracy The analysis also shows that network topology 
and transmission attempt rate are the cnt~cal parameters in t h s  optimisation 
Abstract iv 
We, therefore, investigate the problems of building an optimal topology and tuning 
to an optimal value of channel access rate in our communication model We formulate 
optrmmsation problems and show that there 1s an optimal transmission at tempt rate which 
minimises the time for neighbour discovery Further, the optimal, in the sense of mammismng 
the throughput, topology is the Mammum Average We~ght Spanning Subgraph (MAWSS) 
We show that the MAWSS problem is NP-complete and propose centralised as well as dis- 
tributed heurlstlc algonthms for it We argue that the overall progress of the computation 
will be limlted by the lowest sensor throughput in the network Therefore, once the optimal 
topology is built, sensors need to tune their attempt rates in a distributed fashion so as to 
maxunise the minimum throughput in the network, we call these the MAX-MIN Transmis- 
sion Attempt Probability (MMTAP) An interesting property of MMTAP is that it equdises 
sensor throughputs We then provlde distributed stochastic approximation algorithms for 
MMTAP Finally, we propose a simple method of locdisation based on a premise that a 
transmission at a gven power can be decoded only up to a maxlmum distance, called its 
range Therefore, a sensor mth unknown locat~on is simply localsed to a dlsk of radius equal 
to the range centered at a beacon if the sensor under consideration can successfully decode a 
transmission h m  the beacon Thus a sensor is localised to a regon even by the intersection 
of such disks This 1s a reliable and extremely easy-to-implement technique since it assumes 
only a basic communication capablhty The real advantage, however, is that once locallsed, 
a sensor can rud the other sensors in locabsing and 1n possibly redumg their local~satlon 
resons This way sensors can learn and improve their localisation resons iteratively We 
analyse this iterative scheme and construct a distributed algorithm for utilislng it in real 
sensor networks 
Putting all these (1 e , the design, the algorithms and the performance analyses) 
together one obtains a complete architecture for dutributed embedded instrumentat~on based 
on "self-optimismgg" mreless ad hoc sensor networks We demonstrate t h ~ s  by consldenng a 
realistic scenano in which sensors, by organising themselves optmally, are able to compute 
accurately as well as efficiently, i e , at hgher sampling rates mth  low delay 
